Is the omega-3 index a valid marker of intestinal membrane phospholipid EPA+DHA content?
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Abstract

Despite numerous studies investigating n-3 long chain polyunsaturated fatty acid (LCPUFA) supplementation and inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD), the extent to which dietary n-3 LCPUFAs incorporate in gastrointestinal (GI) tissues and correlate to the omega-3 index is unknown. In this study, mice were fed three diets with increasing percent of energy (%en) derived from eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) + docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). Dietary levels reflected recommended intakes of fish/fish oil by the American Heart Association. We analyzed the FA composition of phospholipids extracted from red blood cells (RBCs), plasma, and GI tissues. We observed that the 0.1%en EPA+DHA diet was sufficient to significantly increase the omega-3 index (RBC EPA+DHA) after 5 week feeding. The baseline EPA levels were 0.2 – 0.6% across all tissues increasing to 1.6 – 4.3% in the highest EPA+DHA diet; these changes resulted in absolute increases of 1.4 – 3.9% EPA across tissues. The baseline DHA levels were 2.2 – 5.9% across all tissues increasing to 5.8 – 10.5% in the highest EPA+DHA diet; these changes resulted in absolute increases of 3.2 – 5.7% DHA across tissues. These increases in EPA and DHA across all tissues resulted in strong (r > 0.91) and significant (p < 0.001) linear correlations between the omega-3 index and plasma/GI tissue EPA+DHA content, suggesting that the omega-3 index reflects the relative amounts of EPA+DHA in GI tissues. These data demonstrate that the GI tissues are highly responsive to dietary LCPUFA supplementation and that the omega-3 index can serve as a valid biomarker for assessing dietary EPA+DHA incorporation into GI tissues.
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INTRODUCTION

Besides the purported cardiovascular benefits of omega-3 (n-3) long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LCPUFAs) found in fish, n-3 LCPUFA supplementation has been widely used in the treatment of inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD). Despite numerous clinical trials investigating the effect of n-3 LCPUFA supplementation on gastrointestinal (GI) diseases, no clear and consistent effect of fish oil on ulcerative colitis (UC) has been observed [1]. Pre-clinical diets high in fish and seafood may even increase the risk of developing UC and Crohn’s Disease (CD) [2]. Furthermore, in animal models of colitis, treatment with fish oil has shown both beneficial [3, 4] and adverse [5–8] health outcomes. Aside from disparate models of colitis induction, inconsistent results may be due to varying dose, type, and duration of fish oil exposure. Currently, there is no widely utilized biomarker of GI incorporation of n-3 LCPUFAs, further limiting comparability between studies.

Studies investigating the effect of n-3 LCPUFAs on cardiovascular health outcomes use the n-3 LCPUFA levels of red blood cells (RBCs) as a biomarker of dietary n-3 LCPUFA intake. The omega-3 index, defined as the sum of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) + docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) in RBCs expressed as a percentage of total fatty acids [9], is a standard for measuring n-3 LCPUFA status in vivo. RBCs are longer-lived than platelets and lipoproteins and thus their fatty acid composition is more stable and reflective of chronic n-3 status (much like hemoglobin A1c is a better marker of glycemic status than plasma glucose) [10]. The omega-3 index was originally suggested as an inverse marker of risk for death from coronary heart disease (CHD) and has many characteristics of a risk factor [11]. In a human fish oil supplementation study identifying surrogate tissues for the assessment of n-3 LCPUFA in cardiac tissue, RBCs, plasma, and cheek cells responded to supplementation of 1g EPA+DHA for 6 months with increasing incorporation of n-3 LCPUFAs [12]. The authors observed that the levels of n-3 LCPUFAs in RBCs remain highly correlated to the levels of n-3 LCPUFAs found in cardiac tissue both before and after supplementation with fish oil, despite significant differences in the absolute n-3 LCPUFA levels between the tissues. The baseline EPA+DHA in both the RBCs (4.7%) and cardiac tissue (1.7%) of patients increased on average by ~100% (RBC 9.0%; cardiac tissue 2.7%) demonstrating comparable responses to long-term supplementation. Thus, the n-3 LCPUFA levels in RBCs are not only reflective of dietary n-3 LCPUFA intake, but also serve as a surrogate biomarker of n-3 LCPUFA levels in cardiac tissue [11].

It is unclear, however, whether the omega-3 index adequately reflects the n-3 LCPUFA levels in tissues other than the heart. With inconsistent outcomes among studies assessing the effects of fish oil supplementation on gut health, a surrogate biomarker of n-3 LCPUFA incorporation for GI tissues may help identify discrepancies that stem from differences in study design (dose, duration, type of fish oil, etc). Therefore, the aim of our research was to investigate whether the fatty acid composition of RBCs (omega-3 index) reflects that of GI tissues. We supplemented the diets of colitis-prone mice with different concentrations of n-3 LCPUFAs (by percent energy in the diet, %en). The doses of EPA+DHA in the murine diets were based upon recommendations by the American Heart Association (AHA) for consumption of fish or fish oil supplementation in humans [13]. These doses translated to...
0.1%en, 0.675%en, and 1.8%en from dietary EPA+DHA. Therefore, for someone consuming a 2000 kcal diet, whereby 30% of energy is derived from fat, these diets equate to 250 mg, 1500 mg, and 4000 mg EPA+DHA per day. We assessed the acyl chain composition of phospholipid fatty acids from RBCs, plasma, and several GI tissues (stomach, small intestine, cecum, and colon) to determine whether the RBC is a valid surrogate biomaker for plasma and GI FA composition across increasing intakes of n-3 LCPUFAs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dietary Treatment

Experimental diets contained increasing amounts of EPA+DHA-enriched fish oil. The pharmaceutical fish oil, Lovaza, contains 465 mg EPA and 375 mg DHA per 1-g fish oil capsule; therefore, we created an EPA+DHA-enriched fish oil that was not predominantly either EPA or DHA. An EPA+DHA-enriched oil was made by combining appropriate volumes of EPA-enriched and DHA-enriched fish oils (Ocean Nutrition Canada, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada) until a 1:1 ratio of EPA:DHA was established. The oils were free of toxins, heavy metals, and oxidation products. The composition of the diets is detailed in Supplementary Table 1 and the fatty acid compositions in Supplementary Table 2. Using standard AIN-93G as the base diet, all diets contained 7% fat by weight, providing a total of 16.7% Kcal of energy from fat. The control diet contained 7% weight-by-weight (wt/wt) soybean oil, while the experimental diets substituted a portion of the soybean oil with the EPA+DHA-enriched fish oil. The control diet modeled no intake of EPA or DHA. The following recommendations by the AHA for human intakes of fish and fish oil were converted to murine diets on a %en basis. For example, individuals without documented heart disease or dyslipidemia, 250 mg EPA+DHA approximates the n-3 LCPUFA content from the current AHA recommendation to consume at least 2 servings of fish a week. The medium n-3 LCPUFA treatment models the 1000–1500 mg EPA+DHA recommendation from the AHA for patients with documented heart disease, whereas the high n-3 LCPUFA intake models a ~4000 mg EPA+DHA prescription (Lovaza) for patients with high triglycerides. Therefore, the human doses that were chosen for this study were 250 mg, 1500 mg, and 4000 mg EPA+DHA and were based on a standard 2000 kcal human diet with 30% energy (%en) from fat. These doses translate to 0.1%en, 0.675%en, and 1.8%en from dietary EPA+DHA. To verify accuracy of the EPA:DHA ratio and increasing n-3 LCPUFA content of the diets, the fatty acid composition of the diet was measured by gas chromatography (Supplementary Table 2). Mice were fed the experimental diets ad libitum for 5 wk. Diets were kept frozen and changed daily.

Experimental Design

All animals were housed under specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions in 60-square-inch plastic microisolator cages in the Research Containment Facility at Michigan State University, which is accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care. All animal procedures were previously approved by the Michigan State University All-University Committee on Animal Care and Use. A total of twenty-four male and female, 5-wk-old SMAD3−/− mice (n = 6/treatment) were fed either control or one
of the three EPA+DHA diets for 5 wk. One of the goals of our lab is to investigate the immunomodulatory effects of fish oil feeding in the SMAD3−/− mouse model of infection-induced colitis. In the absence of infection, SMAD3−/− mice are otherwise healthy and remain free of colitis. To keep consistent with previous studies, we used this mouse model under the assumption that knockout of SMAD3, a transcription factor for TGF-β signaling, does not affect fatty acid uptake and membrane remodeling. After dietary treatment, mice were asphyxiated with CO₂ and exsanguinated through cardiac puncture using a heparin-coated syringe. Tissues were promptly removed, rinsed in cold phosphate buffered saline and placed into sterile microcentrifuge tubes before freezing on dry ice. To obtain red blood cell (RBC) and plasma fractions, whole blood was centrifuged at 13,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C and collected by aspiration into separate tubes. All samples were then transferred under dim lighting into opaque containers for −80°C storage until lipids were extracted.

**Extraction of Tissue and Erythrocyte Lipids**

Lipid extraction was performed using a modified version of the Rose and Oaklander method [14], which utilizes a mixture of 2-propanol:chloroform (11:7 v/v) to minimize heme interferences within erythrocytes or heme-contaminated tissues [15]. To ensure uniform sampling from each tissue, lipid extraction was preceded by pulverizing frozen tissue (100–200 mg tissue/sample) using a mortar/pestle on dry ice. Under dim lighting, frozen powdered tissue, packed erythrocytes and plasma fractions were transferred into individual 16 × 100 mm Teflon-lined screw-capped glass tubes and immediately resuspended in 2 mL of ice-cold HPLC-grade water (J.T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ). In the same vial, samples were homogenized for 30 s using a polytron homogenizer (Kinematica GmbH, Bohemia, NY), tightly capped, and incubated on ice for 15 min. Tissues were then combined with 6 mL of 2-propanol (Sigma – Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) containing 100 μg/mL butyrate hydroxytoluene (BHT; Sigma – Aldrich), vortexed and incubated for 1 h on ice with occasional mixing. Following incubation, 3.8 mL of HPLC-grade chloroform (OmniSolv, Charlotte, NC) was added and samples where incubated for an additional hour on ice with occasional mixing. Phases were divided by centrifugation at 1,800 × g for 30 min (4°C) in a swinging bucket rotor. The lower phase was placed into a new 16 × 100 mm glass tube, while the remaining upper aqueous phase and interfacial protein disc were re-extracted with 3.8 mL of chloroform for 1 h on ice with occasional vortexing. Following centrifugation, the lower phases were combined and dried under a gentle stream of nitrogen at 40°C prior to solid-phase extraction.

**Solid-Phase Extraction of Phospholipids**

Under minimal lighting, phospholipid isolation using solid-phase extraction was performed according to the modified procedures of Agren et al. [16]. Isolute-XL® SPE aminopropyl columns (500 mg; Biotage, Charlotte, NC) were conditioned twice with 5 mL acetone:water (7:1 v/v) and activated twice with 4 mL n-hexane (high purity solvent, OmniSolv, Charlotte, NC). Dried lipids were dissolved in 2 mL of n-hexane:chloroform:acetic acid (100:5:5 v/v/v) containing 100 μg/mL BHT. Lipid samples were then added to individual columns monitored to prevent them from drying. To remove neutral lipids and non-esterified free fatty acids (NEFA), columns containing a sample were washed with 2 mL of n-hexanes, followed by 5 mL of n-hexane:chloroform:ethyl acetate (100:5:5 v/v/v; 100 μg/mL BHT).
and 5 mL methanol:chloroform:acetic acid (100:2:2 v/v/v; 100 μg/mL BHT). Collection
tubes were placed on ice under the columns and phospholipids were eluted twice with 4 mL
of methanol:chloroform:water (100:5:4 v/v/v; 100 μg/mL BHT) and 1 mL high purity
methanol (Burdick & Jackson, Morristown, NJ) to remove any residual phospholipids [17].
The collection tubes were brought to volume with chloroform, centrifuged at 2,000 × g for
15 min (4°C) to remove any residual water before completely drying solvent fractions under
a gentle stream of nitrogen at 40°C.

Preparation of Fatty Acid Methyl Esters

Fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) were prepared from isolated phospholipids fractions by
incubation with acidified methanol, according to the methods of Burdge et al. [18]. Dried
phospholipids were mixed in 1 mL of toluene (J.T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ) by vortexing for
15 s. A 3 mL- aliquot of high purity methanol containing 2% sulfuric acid (J.T. Baker) was
then added, gently mixed and incubated under minimal lighting at 55°C for 16 h. The
reaction mixture was cooled and neutralized with 3 mL of a solution containing 250 mM
potassium bicarbonate and 500 mM potassium carbonate dissolved in HPLC grade water.
Phospholipid FAMEs were isolated by the addition of 5 mL high purity n-hexane
(containing 100 μg/mL BHT) and the separation of phases by centrifugation at 2,000 × g for
15 min (10°C). The upper n-hexane layer was removed, and dried under a gentle stream of
nitrogen at room temperature. Isolated phospholipid FAMEs were resuspended in 1–8
μL/mg tissue of n-hexane (100 μg/mL BHT), transferred to a GC autosampler vial, and
stored under nitrogen at −80°C until analysis.

Fatty Acid Methyl Ester Analysis, Identification and Quantification

As described previously [9], tissue and erythrocyte fatty acid compositions were analyzed
using the HS-Omega-3 Index® methodology at OmegaQuant Analytics, LLC) (Sioux Falls,
SD). Phospholipid fatty acid methyl esters were measured by gas chromatography using a
GC2010 Gas Chromatograph (Shimadzu, Columbia, MD) equipped with a SP2560, 100-m
column (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA) using hydrogen as carrier gas. Fatty acids were identified
by comparison with a standard mixture of fatty acids characteristic of erythrocytes.
Phospholipid fatty acids were calculated as a percentage of total identified fatty acids after
response factor correction. The omega-3 index is erythrocyte EPA plus DHA expressed as
weight percentage of total fatty acids [19, 20]. The coefficient of variation for the omega-3
index was < 5%.

Statistical analysis

Significant differences in fatty acid levels between diets for a given tissue were determined
using a one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey post-hoc test. Significant differences in fatty
acid levels between tissues for a given diet were determined using a one-way ANOVA
followed by a Tukey post-hoc test. Within each treatment the data were normally
distributed. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between RBC vs. plasma and
RBC vs. GI tissues for specific fatty acids. Differences with P values of < 0.05 were
considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were conducted using the
GraphPad Prism 4 software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA).
RESULTS

Diets and the Omega-3 Index

Our first aim was to determine the range of the omega-3 index in mice fed diets reflective of current recommendations for human consumption of fish and/or fish oil supplementation. The omega-3 index increased in a dose-response fashion from 4.5% in mice fed the 0.0%en EPA+DHA diet to ~11% in mice fed the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet (Figure 1A). As the %en from EPA+DHA increased in the diet, the omega-3 index, plasma EPA+DHA, and GI tissue EPA+DHA increased (p < 0.05) (Table 1). Within the control diet, the omega-3 index and the EPA+DHA content of the small intestine, cecum and colon did not significantly differ. However, the baseline plasma EPA+DHA (6.13%) was significantly higher than the omega-3 index (5.22%), whereas the stomach EPA+DHA (2.34%) was significantly lower. Within the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet, the EPA+DHA content of the plasma, small intestine, and colon were significantly higher (13.14 – 14.07%), whereas the stomach remained significantly lower (7.34%) compared to the cecum (11.54%) and omega-3 index (11.25%).

To determine whether the changes in the omega-3 index (Figure 1A) reflect changes in the plasma and gastrointestinal tract tissues after 5 weeks of feeding, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient to test for linear correlations between the omega-3 index and the EPA +DHA content of the other tissues (Figure 1B–F). Indeed, strong (r > 0.91) and significant (p < 0.001) correlations were observed between the omega-3 index and the EPA+DHA content for all other tissues.

LCPUFA Correlations between RBC and plasma or GI tissues

The primary n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs to change (i.e. the fatty acids that changed the most drastically) were EPA, DHA, and arachidonic acid (AA), whereas minor, albeit significant, changes were observed in other LCPUFAs. The data for all fatty acids from the phospholipids of RBCs, plasma, stomach, small intestine, cecum, and colon across all dietary regimens are provided in (Supplementary Tables 3–8). We were next interested in whether any individual n-3 or n-6 LCPUFA was as strongly correlated between RBCs and plasma and RBCs and GI tissues. RBC EPA was strongly correlated with both plasma EPA and GI tissue EPA, as was the omega-3 index was to plasma/GI EPA+DHA content with correlation coefficients all > 0.91 (Table 2). However, RBC DHA was strongly correlated with all other tissue DHA, but was less well correlated to plasma DHA (r = 0.752) and stomach (r = 0.846). RBC AA was also strongly correlated with all other tissue AA, but the correlation was less strong, with all correlations coefficients between 0.81 and 0.89.

EPA, DHA, and AA fold increases

We then calculated the fold-change of EPA, DHA, and AA for each mouse on the experimental diets containing EPA+DHA-enriched fish oil over the respective amount of LCPUFA in the tissues of mice in the control group. Using the fold-change over the control group as an approximation of the expected relative rate of enrichment after five weeks of feeding a control animal at the respective dose, we evaluated n-3 LCPUFA uptake across tissues.
We observed that the RBCs, plasma, stomach, and small intestine took up significantly more EPA than the colon and cecum, regardless of the diet; e.g. the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet, the RBCs, plasma, stomach, and small intestine contained approximately 9 – 11 times more EPA than their control counterparts, compared to approximately 4 – 6 times more within the colon and cecum. When correlating the EPA fold-change of RBCs to the fold change of EPA in other other tissues, we observed highly significant correlations between tissues over the ranges of doses provided (plasma data not shown, slope ~1.0, r > 0.70, and p < 0.01) (Figure 2A–D). This correlation determines whether the saturation of RBC EPA increases in a similar fashion to that of plasma and GI EPA saturation. Differences in the saturation of tissues may be due to the baseline absolute levels; at baseline, similar differences in the absolute levels of EPA between tissues from mice on the 0.0%en EPA+DHA diet (0.2 – 0.6%) remain apparent after increases in EPA in mice fed the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet (1.6 – 4.3%) (Figure 2E–F).

The fold-change increases of DHA across all tissues were considerably smaller compared to the fold-changes of EPA, resulting in approximately 1.6 – 2.7 times as much DHA in tissues from mice on the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diets compared to those on the control diet. Still, there were significant differences in the fold-change of DHA between tissues within any given diet. For the mice on the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet, the fold-change of DHA in RBCs (1.6) and plasma (1.7) was considerably lower than the stomach (2.6) and small intestine (2.3). Comparably the fold-changes of DHA in the cecum (2.2) and colon (2.0) were in-between the aforementioned tissues, often with insignificant comparisons. When correlating the DHA fold-change of RBCs to that of other tissues, we observed highly significant correlations between tissues over the ranges of doses provided (plasma data not shown, slope ~1.0, r > 0.70, and p < 0.01) (Figure 3A–D). This correlation determines whether the saturation of RBC DHA increases in a similar fashion to that of plasma/GI DHA saturation. Differences in the saturation of tissues may be due to the baseline absolute levels; at baseline, similar differences in the absolute levels of DHA between tissues from mice on the 0.0%en EPA+DHA diet (2.2 – 5.9) remain apparent after increases in DHA in mice fed the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet (5.8 – 10.5%) (Figure 3E–F).

Consistent with the literature and despite the increasing amount of AA in the EPA+DHA-enriched fish oil diets, AA was displaced from phospholipid fatty acids as the dose of EPA+DHA increased. Notably, the 0.1%en and 0.675%en EPA+DHA diets did not induce the same displacement of AA when comparing between tissues. However, for all tissues from mice on the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet, AA was 0.50 – 0.63 times less than the control diet with no significant differences observed between tissues. When correlating the AA fold-change of RBCs to that of other tissues, we observed highly, significant correlations between tissues over the ranges of doses provided (plasma data not shown, slope ~1.0, r > 0.70, and p < 0.01) (Figure 4A–D). This correlation determines whether the displacement of RBC AA increases in a similar fashion to that of plasma/GI AA displacement. Differences in the displacement of tissue AA may be due to the baseline absolute levels; at baseline, similar differences in the absolute levels of AA between tissues from mice on the 0.0%en EPA+DHA diet (6.9 – 14.1%) remain apparent after increases in AA in mice fed the 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet (3.9 – 8.5%) (Figure 4E–F).
DISCUSSION

We found that, regardless of the organ, GI tissue EPA+DHA and EPA levels were very highly correlated with the RBC levels, whereas DHA and AA levels were also significantly correlated but somewhat less strongly across all tissues. Accordingly, the omega-3 index may be used as a valid surrogate for the relative enrichment of GI tissue EPA+DHA content. We observed that small amount of dietary EPA+DHA (at 0.1% en EPA+DHA) resulted in increased n-3 LCPUFA levels in blood and GI tissues. These data demonstrate the capacity of RBC fatty acids to act as a surrogate biomarker for assessing n-3 LCPUFA incorporation in GI tissues. While the omega-3 index adequately predicts the relative enrichment of EPA +DHA in GI tissues, we observed that the omega-3 index does not reflect the absolute EPA +DHA in GI tissues. In addition, we observed significant disparities in the levels of incorporation between tissues for the primary n-3 LCPUFAs, EPA and DHA, suggesting that rate of enrichment and saturation may be tissue dependent. These findings indicate that the RBC does not mirror the absolute levels of n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs in GI tissue, but the RBC does reflect the relative enrichment of n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs in GI tissues.

The clinical utility of the omega-3 index was demonstrated in previous studies showing that the omega-3 index may be a predictor of actual risk for CHD [11]. This may be due in part due to the fact that the omega-3 index is reflective of the cardiac tissue EPA+DHA [11]. Meta-analyses of clinical trials on fish oil supplementation as a potential therapeutic for various GI diseases, including IBD, have been conducted, but are often inconclusive [1, 21]. Given the often disparate exposure of n-3 LCPUFAs (e.g. type of fish oil, duration, etc.), it is important to know the extent to which n-3 LCPUFAs are actually incorporated into the GI tissues of interest. Our data suggest that the omega-3 index will, at least in mice, provide a valid estimate of GI tissue EPA and DHA levels.

Previous work by Arnold et al. examined the fatty acid composition of various tissues of Zucker rats fed a diet comparable in fat composition to the AIN-93G or a fish oil supplemented AIN-93G (where 4.4% en was derived from EPA+DHA) for three weeks [22]. In the animals fed the control diets containing 0.0% en from EPA+DHA in both studies, the omega-3 index for the Zucker rats’ were 1.6% in RBCs and 1.8% in plasma, compared to our study where the omega-3 index was 5.2% in RBCs and 6.1% in plasma. Consistent with having comparatively lower levels of n-3 LCPUFAs in tissues of animals fed their control diets, they observed higher AA in the RBCs (26.6%) and plasma (10.5%), than we had observed in our control diet (RBCs, 11.3%; plasma, 6.3%). While we had observed decreases in n-6 LCPUFAs and increases in n-3 LCPUFAs with increasing dietary EPA +DHA, the absolute levels of n-3/6 LCPUFAs of either RBCs or plasma remained considerably different between the studies. The high % en EPA+DHA groups resulted in a dramatic reduction of AA in the Arnold et al. study (RBC, 17.1%; plasma, 3.1%) and the data presented here (RBC, 5.8%; plasma, 3.9%). Unsurprisingly, the high % en EPA+DHA groups also had significant increases in the omega-3 index in the Arnold et al. study (RBC, 12.2%; plasma, 7.6%) and the data presented here (RBC, 11.2%; plasma, 13.2%). It is worth noting that the fatty acid levels of the Zucker rats in the Arnold et al. study increased in EPA content to a greater degree, despite having similar levels between the studies in the 0.0% en EPA+DHA diets. This difference, as well as others, may be due to the fact that Arnold et al.
had extracted total tissue lipid, whereas we had isolated the phospholipid fraction of all tissues. Despite the differences in absolute levels of n-3/6 LCPUFAs between studies, the similar type of supplementation (~1:1 EPA:DHA) in the Arnold et al. study provides complimentary evidence to support that RBCs and plasma undergo similar changes in tissue-extracted lipid/phospholipid after inclusion of EPA+DHA in the diet in a relatively short period of time.

We had identified at least one other study that reported the fatty acid composition of membrane phospholipids from the small intestine of mice fed standard AIN-93G-based diet [23]. The diets were supplemented with oleic acid, AA, EPA, or AA+EPA for 8 wks. Consistent with the reported values in their control group, the absolute levels of most major fatty acids (16:0, 18:0, 18:1, 18:2n-6, 20:5n-3, 22:6n-3) reported were similar to the levels obtained in our control group. AA was the only fatty acid that was considerably higher when comparing their findings (16.6%) to ours (12.8%). Because they had used only EPA for the n-3 LCPUFA treatment, direct comparison to our EPA+DHA treatments is not possible. Together these data demonstrate consistency of phospholipid fatty acid analysis of tissues across mouse models.

In the present study, we investigated the effect of increasing EPA+DHA content of soybean oil-based AIN-93G; however, others have investigated the lipid composition of various tissues from mice fed diets with non-standard lipid mixtures [7, 24, 25]. At least two studies that have reported the fatty acid composition of colonic mucosa where the lipid in the diet was primarily low in alpha-linolenic (ALA; 18:3n-3), such as canola or corn oil, have observed low levels of DHA (1.3% [24], 1.6% [7]. This contrasts our reported values for mice fed the 0.0%en diet, whereby the DHA content in the membrane of colonic tissue was found to be ~5.0% of all phospholipids. The higher level of DHA observed in our study may be due to the use of soybean oil, in contrast to the use of corn oil in their diets. In mice eating diets devoid of fish oil, the level of EPA present in the colon was reported to be low by both us and Turk et al., regardless of base oil composition. Their observations corroborate ours in separate mouse models increasing generalizability of colonic fatty acid composition across murine models.

The use of a non-human model to measure LCPUFA incorporation into tissue is a potential limitation to this study. However, testing the effects of escalating levels of dietary omega-3 on solid organ fatty acid composition in humans is virtually impossible. Therefore, in the present study we assessed the phospholipid fatty acid composition of blood and GI tissues from mice to determine how well blood correlates with GI tissues. There are a number of studies that confirm a strong relationship between intake and the omega-3 index in humans suggesting a high degree of comparability, allowing for reasonable extrapolation of our findings. Specifically, the RBC [12, 26], and plasma [12] LCPUFA levels of healthy humans and those found in mice fed AIN-93G display strong similarities, with a common theme of slightly lower DHA in human RBC and plasma (3.1 – 4.2% and 2.5%, respectively) compared to mice (4.9% and 5.8%, respectively). The 1.8%en EPA+DHA fed mice had approximately 8% DHA in RBCs, which parallels similarly to recent human supplementation studies that found DHA reaching levels of 7.0 – 7.5% in RBCs [27, 28]. Furthermore, increasing research in humans demonstrate that the RBC may serve as a
surrogate biomarker for the level of LCPUFAs in certain tissues, such as cardiac [12, 27, 29] and retina or optic nerves [26], but not others, such as the brain [30]. Indeed, in this mouse model we also observe a strong correlation between RBC and cardiac tissue n-3 LCPUFAs (data not shown).

A number of human studies have investigated whether the fatty acid composition of GI tissues in individuals with IBD differ compared to healthy controls, providing insight into the levels of n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs found in human colonic mucosa [31–33]. Comparison between mouse and human studies reveal that the levels of n-3/6 LCPUFAs in RBC and plasma are generally in agreement between species, with slightly decreased levels of DHA in humans (2.4 – 3.5%) compared to mice (4.9%) and slightly decreased AA in humans (9.0 – 9.8%) compared to mice (13.5%). In humans consuming either a typical diet (baseline, pre-intervention) or a healthy/mediterranean diet, the colonic n-3 fatty acid % (unspecified n-3 FAs) ranged from 4.4 – 5.1% [34] similar to percentages observed in our mouse study. In another human study examining the effect of EPA supplementation in subjects with a history of adenomas, colonic EPA+DHA ranged from 2.7 – 3.4% of total fatty acids at baseline and supplementation increased it to 5.1%. This increase correlated with significantly reduced proliferation and increased mucosal apoptosis [32]. Finally, in a study comparing mucosal n-3 and n-6 fatty acid in the colorectal adenoma-carcinoma sequence, the EPA+DHA ranged from 2.9 – 3.5% of total fatty acids [35]. Considering that the phospholipid fraction of cell membranes contain the majority of fatty acids in most tissues (i.e. non-adipose, non-steroid synthesizing tissues), these data highlight the similarity in fatty acid composition of various GI tissues between mice and humans. Taken together, the similarities observed between mouse and human fatty acid profiles provide evidence to potentially expand utility of RBC in predicting tissue-level incorporation of n-3/6 LCPUFAs. We believe that it is not unreasonable to extrapolate our general findings from the mouse model to humans recognizing that the precise dose-response curves may differ in these two mammalian species but the overall features are likely to be similar.

With additional studies addressing the role of n-3 LCPUFAs on tissue-specific health outcomes in humans (e.g. CHD, IBD), there is a need to define an easily accessible and valid biomarker of n-3 LCPUFA status in the tissue(s) of interest. Based on our findings, the omega-3 index appears to serve that function, at least for GI tissues. The extent to which the omega-3 index can serve as a reflection of other tissues (e.g., lung, bone, skeletal or smooth muscle, liver, kidney, brain, etc.) remains to be determined.
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Abbreviations Used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%en</td>
<td>Percent of energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Arachidonic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Crohn’s disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHD</td>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFO</td>
<td>DHA-enriched fish oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHA</td>
<td>Docosahexaenoic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFO</td>
<td>EPA-enriched fish oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>Eicosapentaenoic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAME</td>
<td>Fatty acid methyl ester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBD</td>
<td>Inflammatory bowel disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-3 LCPUFA</td>
<td>n-3 long chain polyunsaturated fatty acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEFA</td>
<td>Non-esterified fatty acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC</td>
<td>Red blood cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMAD3</td>
<td>mothers against decapentaplegic homolog-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPF</td>
<td>specific pathogen-free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGF-β</td>
<td>transforming growth factor-beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>Ulcerative colitis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1. Correlations between the omega-3 index of red blood cell and the EPA+DHA of plasma or gastrointestinal tract tissues from mice fed diets with increasing EPA+DHA

(A) The omega-3 index from mice fed AIN-93G diet with either 0.0%en EPA+DHA, 0.1%en EPA+DHA, 0.675%en EPA+DHA, or 1.8%en EPA+DHA (n = 6/group). A one-way ANOVA and a Tukey’s post-hoc were used to assess differences in the tissue-specific EPA+DHA compared to each other. Differing letters denote statistical significance at P < 0.05. (B–E) The omega-3 index in RBC phospholipids correlated to the EPA+DHA of plasma (B), stomach (C), small intestine (D), cecum (E), and colon (F) phospholipids. A Pearson correlation was used to test for linear correlation between the aforementioned tissues (n=24).
Figure 2. Comparison of EPA content in phospholipid fatty acids from blood and gastrointestinal tissues mice fed diets with increasing EPA+DHA

(A–D) Fold change in EPA content over the control group in phospholipid fatty acids from gastrointestinal tissues correlated to EPA content in phospholipid fatty acids from red blood cells: (A) Stomach, (B) Small Intestine (C) Cecum, (D) Colon. Data from the tissues of mice fed experimental diets containing EPA+DHA-enriched fish oil were normalized to the 0.0%en EPA+DHA diet group to assess fold changes in EPA content of phospholipids. A Pearson correlation was used to test linear correlation between gastrointestinal tissue EPA fold change and RBC EPA fold change (n = 18). (E–F) The EPA content from phospholipid fatty acids across blood and gastrointestinal tissues from mice fed either the control (E) or 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet (F) (n = 6/group). A one-way ANOVA and a Tukey’s post-hoc were used to assess differences in EPA content comparing all tissues to each other. Differing letters denote statistical significance at P < 0.05.
Figure 3. Comparison of DHA content in phospholipid fatty acids from blood and gastrointestinal tissues from mice fed diets with increasing EPA+DHA.

(A–D) Fold Change in DHA content over the control group in phospholipid fatty acids from gastrointestinal tissues correlated to DHA content in phospholipid fatty acids from red blood cells: (A) Stomach, (B) Small Intestine (C) Cecum, (D) Colon. Data from the tissues of mice fed experimental diets containing EPA+DHA-enriched fish oil were normalized to the control group to assess fold changes in DHA content of phospholipids. A Pearson correlation was used to test linear correlation between gastrointestinal tissue DHA fold change and RBC DHA fold change (n = 18). (E–F) The DHA content from phospholipid fatty acids across blood and gastrointestinal tissues from mice fed either the control (E) or 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet (F) (n = 6/group). A one-way ANOVA and a Tukey’s post-hoc were used to assess differences in DHA content comparing all tissues to each other. Differing letters denote statistical significance at $P < 0.05$. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of AA content in phospholipid fatty acids from blood and gastrointestinal tissues from mice fed diets with increasing EPA+DHA

(A–D) Fold Change in AA content over the control group in phospholipid fatty acids from gastrointestinal tissues correlated to AA content in phospholipid fatty acids from red blood cells: (A) Stomach, (B) Small Intestine (C) Cecum, (D) Colon. Data from the tissues of mice fed experimental diets containing EPA+DHA-enriched fish oil were normalized to the control group to assess fold changes in AA content of phospholipids. A Pearson correlation was used to test linear correlation between gastrointestinal tissue AA fold change and RBC AA fold change (n = 18). (E–F) The AA content from phospholipid fatty acids across blood and gastrointestinal tissues from mice fed either the control (E) or 1.8%en EPA+DHA diet (F) (n = 6/group). A one-way ANOVA and a Tukey’s post-hoc were used to assess differences in AA content comparing all tissues to each other. Differing letters denote statistical significance at P < 0.05.
Table 1

Level of EPA+DHA in blood and GI tract tissues of SMAD3−/− mice fed diets with increasing %en from EPA+DHA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%en EPA+DHA</th>
<th>RBC</th>
<th>Plasma</th>
<th>Stomach</th>
<th>Small Intestine</th>
<th>Cecum</th>
<th>Colon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>5.22 ± 0.16²</td>
<td>6.13 ± 0.42³</td>
<td>2.34 ± 0.18³</td>
<td>4.64 ± 0.28³</td>
<td>4.76 ± 0.28³</td>
<td>5.48 ± 0.07³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>6.52 ± 0.06²</td>
<td>7.31 ± 0.32³</td>
<td>3.53 ± 0.06³</td>
<td>6.61 ± 0.20³</td>
<td>6.11 ± 0.18³</td>
<td>6.95 ± 0.18³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.675%</td>
<td>8.69 ± 0.22³</td>
<td>10.44 ± 0.66³</td>
<td>4.70 ± 0.17³</td>
<td>9.79 ± 0.67³</td>
<td>8.02 ± 0.35³</td>
<td>9.60 ± 0.31³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>11.25 ± 0.13³</td>
<td>13.21 ± 0.96³</td>
<td>7.34 ± 0.59³</td>
<td>14.07 ± 0.39³</td>
<td>11.54 ± 0.21³</td>
<td>13.14 ± 0.24³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Data are reported as mean ± SEM expressed as the percent of total fatty acid isolated from membrane phospholipids; n = 6 mice/group. Individual one-way ANOVAs with Tukey’s post-hoc tests were used to assess significant differences across the different %en EPA+DHA doses within a single tissue (lower case letters) or across the different tissues within a single %en EPA+DHA dose (upper case letters). Differences between lower case letters or differences between upper case letters imply significant differences at the P < 0.05 level.

²The omega-3 index is the sum of EPA + DHA in red blood cells (RBC) expressed as a percentage of all other fatty acids and extended here to other tissues.
Table 2
Pearson Correlation Coefficients for n-3 or n-6 LCPUFAs between red blood cells and specified tissues in SMAD3−/− fed diets with increasing %en from EPA+DHA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pearson Correlation Coefficients$^j$ against Red Blood Cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Intestine</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecum</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^j$ All Pearson correlation coefficients assessed the linear correlation between red blood cells vs. plasma or GI tissue for the fatty acids specified. All Pearson’s $r$ coefficients were statistically significant at the $P < 0.0001$. 
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